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Dissecting OFDM: The Independent Roles of the
Cyclic Prefix and the IDFT Operation

Jonathan H. Manton, Associate Member, IEEE

Abstract—An orthogonal frequency-division multiplex (OFDM)
system encodes each block of data by first performing an inverse
discrete Fourier transform operation and then adding a cyclic
prefix. This letter uses the Cramer–Rao Bound (CRB) to study the
roles of these two operations. The main result is that a cyclic prefix
allows almost all channels, including channels with otherwise
unstable inverses, to be inverted accurately and moreover, it is the
most efficient way of achieving this stability.

Index Terms—CP-OFDM, Cramer–Rao bound, cyclic prefix, or-
thogonal frequency division multiplex, TZ-OFDM.

I. INTRODUCTION

ORTHOGONAL multiplexing was proposed in 1966 [1].
In 1971 it was realized that orthogonal frequency divi-

sion multiplex (OFDM) systems can be implemented by first
performing an Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) oper-
ation on the source symbols and then adding a cyclic prefix [8].
This paper shows that these two operations perform two distinct
tasks and more importantly, that the cyclic prefix allows almost
all channels to be inverted accurately.

The main tool used in this paper to study the performance
of various linear precoders is the Cramer-Rao Bound (CRB). It
is proved in Section III that the CRB of any precoding scheme
which uses a cyclic prefix is invariant to the phase of the channel
spectrum and moreover, using a cyclic prefix is the most effi-
cient way of attaining this property. An important consequence
of this property is that channels which would otherwise have an
unstable inverse become stably invertible.

The role of the IDFT in OFDM systems is studied in Sec-
tion IV while Section V studies TZ-OFDM systems and shows
that they implicitly use a cyclic prefix. Proofs have been omitted
to save space.

II. THE CRB AS A FIGURE OFMERIT

Consider using an arbitrary matrix to encode a
finite number of unknown source symbols prior to
transmission through a finite impulse response (FIR) channel

. The received vector
is given by

(1)
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where is the upper triangular Toeplitz channel
matrix with first row equal to and
denotes additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with unit vari-
ance.

For simplicity, it is assumed throughout that the receiver has
perfect knowledge of the channel parameters. Then, it is well-
known that, for any unbiased estimateof , the error covari-
ance matrix is lower bounded by the CRB

(2)

In fact, this lower bound is met with equality if the maximum-
likelihood (ML) decoder

(3)

is used.
Throughout, this letter usesas a figure of merit for the pre-

coder . Indeed, for any given channel, the diagonal element
is the mean-square error (MSE) of the estimate of theth

element of if the ML-decoder is used, while the off-diagonal
element is the correlation between the estimates of theth
and th elements of .

The relevance of (1) and (2) to practical OFDM and
TZ-OFDM systems is now explained. An OFDM system uses a
precoder which first IDFT’s the block and then adds a cyclic
prefix of length . Since an OFDM receiver operates on
blocks separately, it does not keep any information about the
previously decoded block. Therefore, the first received
symbols of the current block provide no information about the
transmitted symbols and are discarded by the receiver. Thus,
for an OFDM system, if then (1) correctly models
all the information available to the receiver about the current
block and hence (2) is the best achievable performance of any
unbiased equalizer in an OFDM system.

A TZ-OFDM system uses a which first IDFT’s the block
and then appends trailing zeros. Unlike in an OFDM
system though, the first received symbols of the cur-
rent block do provide information about the transmitted sym-
bols. This is because the receiver knows that zeros (corre-
sponding to the trailing zeros of the previous block) were trans-
mitted just prior to the current block. In order to incorporate
this exra information into (1), it is necessary to use adifferent
from . Specifically, the correct is one which first IDFT’s the
block and then adds both leading zeros and trailing
zeros to the block. Then, (1) correctly models all the informa-
tion available to the receiver about the current blockand thus
(2) is the best achievable performance of any unbiased equalizer
in a TZ-OFDM system.
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III. CYCLIC PREFIX

Consider sending the symbols 1,2,3 over a length
FIR channel by first precoding the symbols to form one of: (A)
0,1,2,3, (B) 1,2,3,0, or (C) 3,1,2,3. Consider the following four
test channels:

(4)
The resulting CRB, given by in (2), can be calculated for any
combination of precoder and channel. Of most interest are the
following combinations:

(5)

where denotes the combination of precoder A and channel
and similarly for . Furthermore, the CRB is not defined

(implying that not all the symbols can be recovered) if precoder
A is used over channel 2, or if precoder B is used over channel 1.
It can be verified that all other combinations lead to reasonable
values of . For example

(6)

There is a simple explanation for (5). The channelis non-
minimum phase and hence has an unstable inverse. This is re-
flected by the exponential growth in the diagonal elements of

. Precoder B puts a known symbol at the end and hence
performs poorly over channels which have an unstable inverse
when run backward (such as any nonmaximum phase channel).
Since a channel generated at random has a reasonable chance of
being nonminimum phase, it is clear that Precoder A is unsuit-
able for use in practice and similarly for Precoder B.

This observation can be generalized as follows. Any precoder
which does not make the last transmitted symbols in a
block1 a known function of the first transmitted symbols
will perform badly if the channel is nonminimum phase. This
is because errors introduced by noise near the start of the block
build up exponentially in magnitude and go unchecked unless
the receiver is able to reconcile the last symbols with their
true values (both Precoders B and C allow this reconciliation, for
instance). Similarly, if the first transmitted symbols are
not a known function of the last transmitted symbols in
a block, then channels which are nonmaximum phase will lead
to an exponential growth of errors in the reverse direction (as
shown by ). A cyclic prefix precoder is distinguished by
the fact that it satisfies both properties, the first symbols
of each block are a function of the last symbols, and the
last symbols of each block are a function of the first

symbols. Therefore, a cyclic prefix prevents an exponential
growth of errors regardless of the phase of the channel.

1Here, “block” must be interpreted with care. In the notation of Section II, it
refers toPsss and not to~Psss. In this sense then, a TZ-OFDM block hasL � 1

zeros at the start and at the end.

In fact, the key property of the cyclic prefix is that its perfor-
mance is invariant to the phase of the channel spectrum (see
Theorem 1 below), and moreover, it keeps this property re-
gardless of what other linear operations are performed prior to
adding the cyclic prefix. Note too that a cyclic prefix is the most
efficient way of attaining the phase invariance property because
a necessary condition for the inverse in (2) to exist is for the pre-
coder to introduce at least redundant symbols.

Theorem 1: In (1), assume that the linear precoderfactor-
izes as where is an arbitrary linear
precoder and

(7)

is the circulant matrix introducing the cyclic prefix. Then, the
CRB , defined in (2), depends ononly through the magni-
tude of the channel spectrum and in particular, is invariant to the
phase of the channel spectrum.

IV. THE IDFT OPERATION

An OFDM system uses the precoder , where is
the cyclic prefix defined in (7) and is the DFT matrix. Drop-
ping the IDFT operation (that is, choosing ) results in a
Single Carrier with Cyclic Prefix system [7]. It is well known
[2], [5], that Single Carrier with Cyclic Prefix systems have a
better BER than OFDM systems do at high SNR’s. This section
uses the CRB to explain why this is so.

It is first noted that the total MSE in estimating the source
symbols in (1) is given by tr , the trace of the CRB matrix
defined in (2) and moreover, it is straightforward to show that if
the precoder matrix is replaced by , where is any uni-
tary matrix, then the total MSE remains the same. In particular,
the total MSE of an OFDM system ( ) is the same
as that of a single carrier with cyclic prefix system ( ).
However, unitary transforms can affect the BER even though
they do not alter the total MSE. The form of the CRB matrix for
the two systems is given in the following two theorems, the first
of which is well-known since it is the basis of OFDM systems.

Theorem 2: Let in (1), where is defined in
(7) and is the DFT matrix. Then, for any channel, the CRB
matrix , defined in (2), is diagonal.

Theorem 3: Choose in (1), where is defined in
(7). Then, for any channel, the CRB , defined in (2), has
a constant diagonal, meaning that every source symbol can be
recovered with the same accuracy.

Theorems 2 and 3 imply that the precoders and
are at two extremes; choosing means

that each symbol sees an independent sub-channel and hence its
MSE can range from very good to very bad, whereas choosing

spreads the symbols over the sub-channels so as to av-
erage out the performance. This explains why there is an ad-
vantage to using only a cyclic prefix at high SNR; each source
symbol will be recovered with the same high accuracy, meaning
that the BER will be close to zero. However, at low SNR, all the
source symbols are subject to the same high amount of error,
meaning that the BER is likely to be very high.
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V. TRAILING ZERO OFDM

Referring to Precoders A, B and C in Section III, it is noted
that in all cases, four symbols are transmitted yet the equalizer
(3) sees only three symbols due to the memory of the channel.
If multiple blocks are transmitted, this corresponds to the well
known fact that an OFDM equalizer discards the guard interval
(that is, the cyclic prefix) between blocks.

Scrutiny of [4], [7] reveals that a TZ-OFDM equalizer does
not discard the guard interval. That is, a TZ-OFDM equalizer
makes use of more symbols per block than an OFDM equalizer
does. This is indeed fortunate; Precoders A and B in Section III
correspond to the two possible configurations of a TZ-OFDM
system whose equalizer discards the guard interval and both
configurations have an unacceptable performance over a wide
range of channels.

Building on the example in Section III, let Precoder D map
1,2,3 to 0,1,2,3,0. Because a TZ-OFDM equalizer not only relies
on the fact that every block has trailing zeros, but also
relies on the fact that an all-zero guard interval of length
is transmitted prior to every block (this is merely the
trailing zeros of the previous block), even though the TZ-OFDM
transmitter uses Precoder2 B to encode each block, in order for
(3) to model the TZ-OFDM equalizer, it is necessary to choose

in (1) to correspond to Precoder D; see Section II.
Since the TZ-OFDM equalizer behaves as if Precoder D

is used to encode each block, the good performance of a
TZ-OFDM system can be understood by studying the prop-
erties of Precoder D. To this end, observe that Precoder D
decomposes as the product of two precoders; the inner precoder
adds zeros to the end of the block and the outer precoder
adds a cyclic prefix of length . (The effect of appending

zeros in the time domain is proved in [4] to correspond to
spreading the source symbols out over the frequency domain.)

Thus, a TZ-OFDM system achieves the same performance as
a system which encodes each block by first adding trailing
zeros and then adding a cyclic prefix of length , but it is able
to achieve this performance by encoding all but the first block
by simply adding trailing zeros. (The very first block must
be preceeded by zeros.) This is because the trailing zeros
of the previous block double as the cyclic prefix of the current
block.

Even though a TZ-OFDM system introduces redundancy, the
CRB is not necessarily better than that of an OFDM system for
all channels .

2Where appropriate, Precoder B is used to denote a precoder which introduces
L�1 trailing zeros and Precoder D is used to denote a precoder which introduces
L�1 leading andL�1 trailing zeros. The fact that a TZ-OFDM system IDFT’s
each block is omitted from this discussion for simplicity.

Theorem 4: Consider sending a single block ofsymbols
over an FIR channel of length, using either an OFDM pre-
coder or a TZ-OFDM precoder . Let and be the as-
sociated CRB matrices (2) for a given channel vector. There
exist values of , and for which .

Proof: Choose and . The TZ-OFDM system
spreads the symbols over sub-channels.
Choose to have spectral nulls on the second and fifth sub-
channels, that is, . Then and

.

VI. CONCLUSION

This letter showed that a cyclic prefix is the most efficient
way of ensuring that almost all channels can be inverted ac-
curately. Furthermore, it was shown that the good performance
of TZ-OFDM systems does not contradict this recommendation
because TZ-OFDM systems implicitly use a cyclic prefix. It was
also explained why the IDFT operation in OFDM systems, even
though it does not alter the total MSE, improves the BER at
low SNR, and it was proved that there exist channels for which
TZ-OFDM systems have a worse CRB than OFDM systems.
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